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TIGERS DOWN GEORGIA TECH 14-13
GREAT TIGER ELEVEN
TURNS BACK JACKETS
IN BRILLIANT BATTLE

FETTIS TO PLAY FOR
BRILLIANT SERIES OF
TURKEY MY DANCES

The Ripper Scores Against Tech

RIP FOLGER STARS AS
LOCALS SCORE UPSET

POPULAR BAND WELL
KNOWN AT CLEMSON

8,000 See Inspired Bengals
Check Tech's RazzleDazzle Passing Attack

Noted Masetro Is Signed For
Thanksgiving Hops
November 25-26
Those cadets who were fortunate enough to attend the
weekend dances during Finals
last year will be pleased in learning that Jim Fettis and his band
has been secured and will return
to Clemson for the Thanksgiving
Dances to be given by the Central Dance Association on Wednesday and Thursday nights November 25 and 2J>.
Medley Master
Fettis, as will be remembered,
pleased the large crowds to the
utmost with his arrangements of
old favorites and his particularly
smooth and pleasing medleys.
The 'Lights Out" no-break number, which was played quite
frequently but not quite often
enough for the dancers, was a
most unusual medley during
which the dozen or so lights
from the music stands created a
pleasing effect through the pitchdarkness of the dance floor.
Feminine Addition
Since last year Jim rettis nas
enlarged his outfit until at pres
sent he can boast of the best in
each section of his band. The
popular soloist Harry Wharton
has a running mate tins fall in
Sweeny,
Johnstone,
and Miss Jean Hammell, bombshell
(Continued oa page two)
, Page are Named Other
Class Executives

Staging a brilliant last quarter
drive, the Clemson Royal Bengals drove 68 yards in 15 plays
to down a fighting Georgia Tech
eleven 14 to 13 on Grant Field
in Atlanta last Saturday afternoon before an estimated crowd
of 8000.
It was, in a sense, a stunning
setback.
Clemson won by the
slender margin of an extra point,
but it was as great a, victory as
the Tigers have earned in many
a moon. The twin heroes of the
conquest were Mac Folger, the
Mac Folger, star Tiger back, crashes' over for the winning touchdown at Grant Field in
Pickens Powerhouse, and Sam
Atlanta as the Bengals down Georgia, JTech_ 14-13, chalking iip the first Clemson victory over
•McConnell, the stalwart veteran
the Jackets in many years. The Tech player standing over Folger is Konemann, big Tech
end.
back who was the outstanding star forJJie opposition Saturday. The touchdown shown above
Folger and McConnell
was pushed over by the "Ripper" late in the fourth quarter.
It was Folger who wrecked
South Carolina.
He scored all
three (touchdowns. And it was
Folger who wrecked Tech, carting the .ball across the goal each
time Saturday. He ran with such
power thai-Tech defenders were
scattered like leaves before a
churning wind.
And in the pinch, with the
(Continued on page seven)
CLOSE VOTE DISCLOSES
SPIRITLESS BALLOTING
DIFFERENCE OF OPINION)
MARKS CLASS VOTING

Hammond To Head Sophomores;
Juniors \ote To Get Rings Now

Blue Key Directory
To Be Issued Soon
Third Edition of Annual Pub
lication is Headed by
Rodgers, Ashmore

Work began the first of the
•week on Volume 3 of the annual
Clems6n College Directory published by Blue Key Fraternity.
Several major improvements will
be made in the book this year in
an attempt to give to the faculty
and students a handy guide to
everyone connected with and attending the college.
Manley Rodgers has been appointed editor of the directory
and Harry S. Ashmore is serving as business manager. Other Blue Key members are cooperating with the staff in putting
out this handbook and are working to have it off the press by
the middle of December.
Contents
The directory will contain the
college administrative board, faculty members, their offices and
phone numbers, each cadet's
name, room number, course, and
class, home address, and activities, a list of special students,
and a complete roster of clubs
and fraternities, both national
and local.
It is the present plan to include several pictures of the campus and as a new feature advertising space will be sold.

By Their Words J
I have just been reading the
latest election returns and it
looks as though Landon bridge
were falling down.
—Sherrill
In case anybody asks me T
have put my sun-flower in moth
balls for another four years.
—Lippincott
.yVtimlij when rfit firing began I was in the rear of the battalioD.
—Kamsev

BYRNES TO DEDICATE
NEW BARRACKS SOON

Bell, Bagnal, Wilkinson, Rayj
and Cheves to Serve on
Committee with Class
Extensive Program Will Cel
President
ebrate Completion of
Members of the junior class
Building Program
voted Tuesday by a very narrow
margin in favor of getting tjieir
As a fitting climax to the conclass rings this year.
Third struction
program that has been
year men who were elected at in evidence on the Clemson camthe same time to serve on the pus for the past year, the four
ring committee were Francis L. units comprising the new barBell, Frank W. Bagnal, J. C.
will be formally dedicated
Wilkinson, E. C. Ray, and W. R. racks
by SenUtor' James F. Byrnes on
Cheves.
Saturday morning, November 14.
These committeemen will ser- Byrnes will also be initiated into
ve with T. I. Stafford, president Blue Key Fraternity while at
of the class and chairman, in let- Clemson.
ting the contract and selecting
A complete program for the
the appropriate design for the morning has been planned by
ring.
student leaders who will be in
Bitter T^ight
charge, in cooperation with Mr.
There has been quite a lot of J. C7-LittlejoEn, business mandiscussion since the beginning of ager of Fne~ college. The time
the year among the juniors scheduled for the various parts
over the feasibility of getting the of the ceremony is only tentative.
rings this year. A plan was in10:30" a.m.—Initiation of Senstituted last year by members ator Byrnes into Blue Key.
of the Senior Council attempt11 a.m.—Assembly of corps in
ing to persuade the underclass- chapel. Introduction of Senator
men to wait until their senior Byrnes by Dr. Sikes.
Byrnes'
year ibefore getting the rings and address. Talks by T. I. Martin,
it was this suggestion that cre- president of Senior Class; W. K.
ated the several heated sessions Lewis, president of Blue Key;
that have "been held.
and J. F. Emnlap, cadet colonel.
With the decision at last hav12 noon—Parade on Bowman
ing been reached, the juniors are Field.
planning to start to work im(Continued on page two")
mediately with_ the several jewlers who annually have been
suBmTTfing their bids on Clemson's rings The local order is
"Vg of fffe largest in the country,
being surpassed only by the U. S.
Naval Academy and West Point,
By Uncle Wilkie
and equalling that of "V.M.I.
After spending literally thouThe rings will probably be
available to the juniors by the sands of dollars for postage competing in a noted cigaret comend of the first semester.
pany's Song Hit Sweep Stakes
and garnering only one case of
DEAN OF TEXTILES TO
Flat Fifties as a reward, we reADDRESS ROTARY MEE^ cently decided that gambling—
not money—was the root of all
Last Tuesday night, October evil and turned to a peaceful life
27. Dean H. H. Willis of the unhampered by statistics and
School of Textiles spoke before contests. Soon, however, as jusa meeting of the Batesburg Ro- tification for the sayings, "the
tary Club. Batesburg, S. C, of American public loves to be foolthe work in the Clemson Textile ed" and 'there's a sucker born
School and of its high standard every minute", we found our
selves involved in the now popof instruction and training.

As the polls closed last night
in one of the most spiritless elections ever held here, E. B.
Hammond was elected president
of the sophomore class with a
2-1 majority^ over T. R. Bainbridge.
J. O. Sweeny was named vicepresident, E. P. Johnstone, secretary-treasurer, and N. R. Page
historian, defeating D. M. Hutchinson, J. Drake Watson, and
P. N. Drew respectively.
Few Votes Cast
Small interest was shown in
the election, only 151 votes being cast, considerably less than
half of tn~e possible total.
Hammond", a native of Wellford, is a student of the Schooi
of Engineering and received the
Tau~Beta Pi slide-rule, awarded
each year to the freshman engineer with highest average for
the year. He will succeed F. L.
Bell as head of the second year
men.
Sweeny, rising vice-president,
is from Anderson, Johnstone
is from dewberry, and Page is
'from Lakeview. All of the new
officers are prominent students
"and have long been leaders in
their class.

SweepstakesLose Sucker As Wilk
Falls For Grid Prediction Racket
ular football forecast contests as
sponsored by one of our local
emporiums and several national
firms. Casting all caution to the
wind, we once again embarked
with burning desire on a search
for easy money.
Considering fhe fact that we
had been dealing with such an
elusive subject as picking the
favorite song hits of 120.000,000
people, we felt that the mere
picking of a few" winning football teams" would be like taking
candv from a baby, so to speak.
(Continued on page eight)

Sigma Tau Epsilon
Taps 9 Members
General Science Fraternity
Formally Initiates
New Members
During the informal initiation
which was recently completed
the Sigma Tau Epsilon, honorary
scholastic fraternity for General
Science students, inducted into
the society nine new members,
it was announced yesterday.
The fraternity, which is comparatively new, has been doing^
notable work in establishing and
developing high standards -of
scholarship, character and spirit
of fellowship among its members.
Eligibility requires a high average on all courses.
Old members of the fraternityinclude C. G. White, president.
W. A. Lawton, vice president; L.
'G. Kelly, and M. C. Vallentine.
Also a member is E. L. Schuler,
who was in this year's graduating class but stopped to attend
the College of Charleston Medical School in Charleston.
New Members
Those recently" elected into the
Sigma -Tau EpsTlon are: H. D.
Lewis, T. R. Bowlan, F. E. Aull,
P. K. Switzer, F. L. Bell, J. C.
Wilkinson, J. W. Parker, W. T.
MacLaucnlin, and W. A. Mitchell.

CALHOUN SOCIETY TO
BROADCAST PROGRAM
The Calhoun Literary Society
will broadcast its first program
Saturday November 7 at 12:15.
The humor will be supplied by
I. H. Grimball, whose imitation
of a negro preacher is above
criticism. W. B. Wade will entertain with some interesting readings and R. W. Bridge will conclude the program by repeating
his speech, which has proven so
popular, on Character.
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GOKER PREXT SPEAKS Honorary Gamma Alpha Mu Members
AT CHAPELPROGRAM Make Good Records in Journalism
Dr. Sylvester Green, New Ben Robertson, AP CorreLOCAL WRITERS' FRAT
spondent, Leads List of
Coker Head, Delivers InHonorary Members
teresting Address
rOSELECTNEWMEf
"WALKING STICKS"
OTHERS MAKE GOOD

Dr. Sylvester Green, newly elected president of Coker College,
spoke at chapel Tuesday, November ' ~3, on the subject of
"Walking Sticks".
Dr. Green
was introduced by President E.
W. Sikes, who was formerly the
•president of Coker himself, serving until 1923 at the Baptist institution.
Green challenged all college
students as well as Clemson men
to walk straight and live straight
without the use of "college walking sticks".
These things that
are commonly clung to by students are mainly parential dependendance, the opinions ot
others, and the adherence to a'DsprbecTknowledge rather than acquired knowledge.
One of the principal things to
-learn in life is the development
■ or mdlvidual personalities. The
speaker advised that it is essential for college students to apply "their own thoughts and form
their" own opinions rather than
be "yes men".
Dr. Green's short talk was enthusiastically received by the faculty and corps.
The Coker
prexy also spoke at a meeting
of the Rotary Cluib in Anderson.

RYRNES TO DEDICATE
NEW BARRACKS SOON
'(Continued from page one)
12:45 p.m.—^Program in New
Barracks' Court.
Selection by
band.
Assignment of barracks
by Dr. Sikes (Captains Moorehead, Cheatham, Heikkila, Ex.
Lit. Laney). Alma Mater.
Classes will be suspended during, the program as announced
by Dr. Sikes. New Barracks will
be open for inspection by guests
and visitors during the early
part of the afternoon.
Special invitations to be present for the occassion "have been
■extended certain legislators and
comnfltteemen and state officials
by T. I. Martin on behalf of the
students.
Special lithographed
stationery will be given cadets
to write invitations home and it i
is hoped that each boy will feel
it his duty to use this stationery
sometime within the next few
days.
Several publications in this
section of the state have already
announced their intentions of
giving extensive space to Clemson in the dedication program,
and many newspapermen will be
present for the event.
The cadets and officials of
Clemson wish to extend an invitation to the people of South
Carolina through the medium of
THE TIGER to be present on
November 14 for the ceremonies.

Rodgers Asks Aid
For Directory
Manly Rodgers, editor of
the 1936 Blue Key Directory,
asks those cadets who did not
receive an information card
or who have not yet turned
theirs in to please cooperate
by filling one out sometime
this week in Room 133. Tabulation will be facilitated if
you will fill out the blank
carefully and correctly. Mild
forms of humor found on some
of the slips are not at all
appreciated.
>o<.
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Seven outstanding Clemson cadets have, since their graduation from this institution, been
named honorary members of the
Clemson chapter of Gamma Alpha Mu, honor English fraternity
for writers, for outstanding work
they have accomplished in literary and journalistic fields. This
organization which began at
Clemson in 1928 has the honor
and distinction of having as its
sponsor Octavus Roy Cohen, an
ex-Clemson student, and now an
internationally famous writer and
journalist.
Ben P. Robertson, Jr., Clemson graduate in the class of 1923
has __ particularly
distinguished
himself as~~ah Associated Press
Correspondent since his graduation only a few years ago. He
holds world-wide recognition as
a journalist, having corresponded
from Honolulu, the South Pacific Islands, Australia, the Dutch
Indies, India, China, Malaysia,
(Egypt, and more recently from
London where he served as War
Correspondent during the ItaloEfHIopran crisis.
Robertson is
now located at Clemson where he
is engaged in writing a book in
whicfi he hopes to give a general
resume of his recent experiences
as a newspaper man.
Bryan at Olemson
A. B. (Bryan, who graduated
from Clemson in 1898, is now
Agricultural Editor of the South
Carolina Extension Service and
Experiment Station with offices
at Clemson College.
He was
named one of the honorary members of the fraternity in 1928.
J. D. Brown, Jr., graduate of the
class of 1935, is an active member of the fraternity, and now
holds the position of Assistant to
Mr. A. B7~T5ryah at Clemson.
Chaplin Makes Good
George Chaplin, graduate in
the class of 19~3~5, and a charter
member of the Gamma Alpha Mu
at Clemson in eleven months after graduation from Clemson had
worked up to the position of City
Editor of the Greenville Piedmont, one of the most outstanding daily newspapers in the state.
While at Clemson, Chaplin was
an outstanding student in both
scholastic and military activities.
He was editor-in-chief of the TIGER his senior yea!r.
Other (Honor Members
Other honorary members of
the fraternity now making good
in the field of journalism include: W. G. Ashmore, class of
1933, Southern Editor of the
Textile World; Wright Bryan,
class of T52"67_City Editor of the
Atlanta Journal; H. S. Gault,
class of 1928, now with the Rock
Hill Herald; F. H. Jeter, class
of 1911. Agricultural Editor of
the North Carolina Experiment
Station and Extension Service at
North Carolina State: and T. F.
Acker, ctess of 1928. now a member of the staff of the Anderson
r
Daily Mail and Independent.
Other Active Members
Joe Sherman, graduate in the
class of 1934. is now Publicity
Director of Clemson College and
one of_ the most outstanding
young^sports writers of the state.
Active members of the fraternity
now in school include Ren S. Jordan, president; Harry S. Ashmore, editor-in-chief of the TIGER. Clemson's weekly newspaper publication; and Ben T.
Lanham. Jr., associate editor of
the TIGER.
>r><
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Manuscripts For Gamma AI
pha Mu Must Be Submitted
Prior to January 15
According To an announcement
from Ben S."Jordan, president of
the ltfcal chapter of Gamma Alpha Mu, honor English fraternity
for wff£ers,J;he deadline for SUDmission of manuscripts for membership into the fraternity has
been set as the fifteenth of January. Gamma Alpha Mu is an
exclusive honor society sponsored by Octavus Roy Cohen, nationally famous author, and alumnus of Clemson.
^Professor John D. Lane, faculty adviser of the organization,
also announces that he has rereived letters from two of the
most
outstanding
newspapers
publishers in the state stating
that tHey wiLT donate pins to tte
given to the new members of the
organization this year.
These
men are Roger C. Peace, publisher of the Greenville News, one of
the leading daily newspapers in
South Carolina and Wilton E.
Hall. Publisher of the Anderson
Daily Mail and Independent another of the leading papers of
the Piedmont section of the
state.
Writing Fields Open
Membership into the organization is gained solely by submission of manuscripts to Mr. Cohen, wnose judgment is final.
Students considering trying out
for the fraternity may submit
manuscripts'' to Professor Lane
for criticism at any time prior to
the closing'date o submission for
membership. Men are admitted
in the fieldlTof journalism, belles
lettres, fiction and poetry.
Present student members of
the Gamma" Alpha Mu are Ben
S. Jordan, president; Harry S.
Ashmore, editor-in-chief of the
TIGER,^ and Ben T. Lanham,
Jr., associate editor of the TIGER.

of melody, who has rapidly won
the favor of all the colleges
throughout the northeast where
she is known as the "Siren of
Swing". Not only a siren, but a
beautiful blonde miss famous for
setting the listeners right back
on their heels from the very beginning.
Other Engagements
This clean-cut band has had
its hands full for the past several months, playing at the Steel
Pier in Atlantic City, Hunt's
Plaza, Wildwood, N. J., and at
other popular resorts along the
New England coast. WCAU in
Philadelphia has presented Pettis
over CBS during the past year
and colleges and universities in
Pennsylvania, New York, and
farther north have booked him
already this season.
Fettis and his orchestra are
leaving Philadelphia about the
middle of November and are engaged for many of the larger
dances to be given around
Thanksgiving at schools in Maryland, Virginia, and North CaroSparkling rhythms or the lina as well as in the Palmetto
Thanksgiving dances will be
State.
furnished by Jim Pettis and
C.D.A.'s reliable cadet decorahis orchestra. Now located
tors are promising the best yet
in- Philadelphia, Fettis has
in the way of remodeling the
made a name for himself adance floor and Arthur Speer,
mong the younger orchestra
who is in charge, has planned
leaders and is expected to
decorations which will add much
meet a tremendous reception
to the color of this headline fall
«ii -his return engagement
attraction in the way of dances
here.
at Clemson.

I take great pleasure in congratulating our Football Team on their magnificent defeat of our ancient
and worthy foe—Georgia Teach.
Having promised the gift of a hat to any Tiger
who scored a touchdown ofc- blocked a kick. I take even
greater pleasure in announcing Ripper Folger will be
given two of my hats and Dusty McConnell one.
More power to the Tigers and a bouquet to Coach
Neely.

HOKE SLOAN

„ The W(PA Adult Evening school
at Ohio State University has attracted 1,224 students.
THIS STEM ZIS-ZAOslfTHAVs THE NOT SO DUMB. NO SENSE TO
JAPANESE
MY PIPE ALWAXS THAT-GET A
WAY TO GET
HEATS UP ON COOL SMOKING
TOBACCO —
A COOLSMOKE THE SECOND
LOAD
PRINCE ALBERT

QUAINT
JAPANESE PIPE
PA. IS SPECIALLY bRIMP CUT.'
SEE HOW THE NUT- BROWN
PARTICLES PACK SNUG vf
IN THE BOWL
J
wjuatmu^K-w,-*

'

AND PRINCE ALBERT BURNS SLOWER,SMOKES
COOLER, CAKES NICELV,
GREAT STUFF, JUOGEVn TOO. AND DOESNT BITE
MY PIPE GETS PA.
FROM NOW ON
"*^*=

Copr.. 1986, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

HERE'S WHY THERE'S NO OTHER TOBACCO UKE PRINCE ALBERT: RA.IS CHOICE
MELLOW TOBACCO-"CRIMP CUT*R)R COOLNESS—WITH THE "BITE" REMOVED BY
SPECIAL PROCESS. ITS THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO
IN THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR "MAKIN'S"CIGARETTES.

ANDERSON SERVICE STATION
PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE:

Sinclair Products

o

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.

Zerone $1.00

8 Prestone $2.70

0
0

Jim Fettis Signed
For College Dance

0

LEWIS ANDERSON, Owner
■>«-><
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50

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

lowneaj
(Signed) R.J.REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

PRINCE A LBERT

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE
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Carnegie Foundation Music Set Is Received At Clemson
FAMED LIBRARY OF

j 1936 Taps Received First Class

The Music Goes MASS OPPOSITION IS
Standing At N. S. P. A. Meeting
CLASSICAL MUSIC IS
Round
SHOWN REGARDING A
GIVEN JOJLEMSON National Scholastic Press As Defensive Ace
Nothing has delighted us more
CHAIN TREATRE HERE
sociation Rates Annual
than the news from the Central

Carnegie Musical Recording
Are Received by President Recently
CONCERTS PLANNED
The Clemson College Music
Set, donated to Clemson by the
Carnegie Foundation, has arrived
and a committee is now working
to put the valuable equipment
into use for the cadet corps, according to news received from
the President's office.
The set, which is valued at
$2,500, includes the best electric phonograph that can be
bought; 945 records including 2(1
that can be played on both sides
without changing; _ 151 bound
scores; 100 books on music and
complete card index system.
Concerts Planned
It has not been decided yet as
to what use the equipment will
he put According to an announcement, there is a possibility that
a room in the library will be insulated and the Music Set installed for the cadet corps .to use.
Sunday afternoon concerts may
be a part of the plan for the use
of this valuable donation.
College officials are anxious
that cadets show a real interest in the program that is being
planned.
The use of the Set
will prove highly entertaining
and will create an appreciation
of good music and operas.
Yale University has the addresses of all but 80 of its 31,003 graduates.

With Best in Country
700 ANNUALS SUBMITTED*
According to information received from Cadet Colonel William Folk, the 1936 issue of the
TAPS, annual Clemson yearbook,
received a first class rating at
the National Scholastic Press Association conference
held
at
Louisville, Kentucky, October 2 9,
30, and 31. The TAPS was one
of 700 publications representing
schools of 100 to 2499 enrollment, which were submitted for
classification.
At the meeting rating and
criticisms of the various yearbooks representing schools throughout the country were discussed pro and con in panel discussions.
Since the standards
set by the N.S.P.A. are such that
they are not cognizant of any
particular class of school or situations pertaining to that school,
Folk states that, "We can consider ourselves fortunate in having attained a first class rating
under these circumstances and
that although I do not^-Say specifically that the 1937 TAPS will
receive AIFAmerican rating, I
do expect that it will maintain
its previous rating. Out of the
700 submitted publications there
were only 7 which made the AilAmerican rating.
The N.S.P.A. is an organization of 2,250 member publications established for the purpose
of furthering the interest of all
forms of scholastic and collegiate
journalism.
Staffs whose com-

Although injured and out
part of the game, the playing of Harold Lewis, Tiger
center, was hailed by the
crowd which saw him repeatedly smear Tech players
behind their own defense.
Lewis' game, both on the defensive and offensive has
been outstanding all season
and he is being mentioned
for conference honors.
mittees are members submit copits of their publication for an
annual scrutiny by N.S.P.A. judges. N.S.P.A. is the largest and
oldest scholastic press association
in the country.

Make Our Store Your Headquarters

X. G. dlZazlin
P.

S.

McCOLLUM,

Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
o
COLLEGE STATIONERY-Largest assortment
of Popular Priced High-grade Engraved Stationery to be found.
College Jewelry-Pennants-Stickers-Novelties
o
—
Sheaffer and Parker Fountain Pens and Sets
Your name engraved in gold free on any fountain pen bought from usl

o

Dance Association to the effect
that Jim Fettis is to play for the
Thanksgiving dances.
We are
looking forward to his coming
and certainly hope that you'll be
there in full attendance. Fettis
and company played for Quite a
while over CBS^WCAU facilities
and was extremely popular in the
New England Section.
SMOOTHIES
A unique program which WLW
is dishing out now is that smooth
program on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7:15 p.m. known as the
"Vocal Orchestra" hour.
This
round-up features ' the DeVore
Sisters,
Marjorie,
Ruth
and
Billy, also Babs and her Brothers with accompaniment by a
piano, and strings.
Fred Waring's Smoothies have
been going strong for fifteen
years now on the air.
Brother
j Tom kept the band going when
| it was first organized in 191i»
j and Fred would join the lads
j when Penn State spewed out the
students for the summer months.
The Warings are from Tyrone,
Pa., and the theme song "Sleep"
and the seven men who first
.played vit are still with tKem.
Henry Ford's business organization puts them on the air at 9
on Fridays.
And Shep Fields, another Friday night favorite at 10, who
could not "be left out of the
'smooth' catagory due to his rippling style of syncopation. Radio Guide is his sponsor and we
'low that they've picked up one
of the best.
Fields discovered
the rippling art while sucking a
soda straw one fine evening and
incorporated the ingenious idea
into his program. It's done by
a mere blow through a straw
into a cup of water. The bowl
is his only instrument that he
fools with during playing time.
A comparative newcomer to
most listeners is Harry Jackson
who is the other part of Irvin
Cobb's Paducah Plantation program on Saturdays at 10:30" over
NBC-Red, And to prove to you
that he's got the goods, radio
credits him with over 5,000
: hours as an airlane conductor.
Plugger
1
Besides being a maestro Vic
Young, Shell Chateau, also keeps
busy putting^ down his own notes,
87 songs have gone out from his
musical lab to movie stars and
there is no telling how many
special arrangements he has
j made from a basso-profundo so! loist to a chorus; he has written
I more than 20 new numbers; givenv violinists several new pieces,
, put out all scores for, one picture
and parts for eight others, and
has conducted the musical scores
for five productions.
But the
thing about all this is that it was
done to perfection in the past
year!

TERMS Reasonable If Desired

OUR SERVICE TO YOUCHECK YOUR WEIGHT ON FREE SCALES
FREE EXPLANATION AND PERMIT BLANKS
WE SELL POSTAGE STAMPS
STUDENT CHECKS CASHED—NO EXCHANGE CHARGED

OTHER LEADERS SPEAK

At a meeting of student, faculty, and campus leaders held
at the local TMCA last Friday
night, overwhelming opposition
was voiced by more than fifty attendants regarding the establishment and erection of a chain
theatre at Clemson whose purpose, it is believed, is to eventually drive out the theatre now
owned and operated, by the college through the local YMCA
Associaton.
President' E. W. Sikes in protesting against the chain theatre
said that the Clemson Y is the
social center of the community
and is steadily developing. . . the
Clemson Y furnishes the best allround social, physical, spiritual
and character training of any
organization of its kind in the
world. . . jshe had a unique situation; one tnat you can't get
from a chain movie."According to Dr. Sikes the
Clemson YMCA has an oportunity to get the money for the
erection of a new theatre to be
operated by the college or enlarge the present theateij, if the
students want it. "All we need
is for the students to okay it,"
said Dr. Sikes in his talk before
the meeting. Dean S. B. Earle
of the School of Engineering and
chairman of the YMCA building
committee outlined plans that
have been drawn up for a new
building and for enlarging the
present auditorium pointing out
the weaknesses of each plan. The
most feasible plan drawn up to
date is for the erectrion of a new
theatre with a seating capacity
of approximtely 1,000.
P. B. Holtzendorff, general secretary of the local organization,
in a short talk outlined the activities of the Clemson Y, pointing out what it has done for the
students in the past and what it
plans to do in the future. Holtzendorff stated that "out of the
■fthraent—activity fee the YMCA
gets $3.50 per student. One dollar of this goes to pay off the
debt on the talking equipment
installed here a few years ago
and the rest is used for the upkeep of the YMCA, free shows,
"Open Houses", intramural sports
activities, and other forms of
recreational activities furnished
college students, campus people,
etc. . . . "
Other outstanding leaders of
the campus, faculty, and student
body protesting this topic included J. C. Littlejohn, business manager; J. B. Douthit, Board of
Trustees; D. W. Catkins, Extension Service; Colonel C. W.
Weeks, Commandant; Professors
Patronize Tiger Advertisers
G. H. Aull, R. E. Lee, C. L. Morgan, and J. E. Hunter. Dr. P.
30C
30C
30C
DOC
S. McCollum stated that he wasdefinitely opposed to this estabBIG NEWS FOR YOU
lishment coming to Clemson. Student leaders including Cadet Colonel John F. Dunlap, Senior Class
President T. I. Martin, and Blue
Will be Open
Key President Walter K. Lewis,
From 7:30 to 10:30 P. M stated that the general opinion
of the student body was that
To Serve you Snacks,
such an organization should not
ie allowed io come to Clemson.
Sandwiches, Etc.

YMCA Tea Room

Tooth Paste — Shaving Cream — Hair Tonics — Razors — Razor
Blades — Soap — All your needs supplied here—A wonderful variety
of nationally advertised merchandise for you to select from.
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EXEMPLARY CONDUCT
PRESIDENT SIKES has expressed himself as well pleased with the conduct of
the student body at the State Fair game
and at the Georgia Tech battle in Atlanta,
with a few minor reservations. And he certainly had a right to be pleased.
Even under the stress and strain of
such an historic conflict as the ClemsonCarolina game, the corps came through; in
magnificent fashion and even restrained
themselves under the added impulse of the
tremendous victory. Again at Georgia
Tech, when the stupendous upset certainly
called for a demonstration, the celebrating
was done in orderly fashion. The,students
have done well by their college.
Although the conduct to date, through
one of the most hectic football seasons in
the history of the college, has been highly
commendable, this is no time to let up.
Many students will attend the Citadel game
in Charleston this weekend and, most important of all, nearly every student will
attend the Thanksgiving game with Furman here. We feel sure that the high
standards set so far will be preserved.
FREE GOLD
THE JUNIOR CLASS voted last Tuesday night to receive their class rings this
year, which may be chalked up as the number one mistake made by next^year's seniors.
It was hoped by the leaders of the present class, and by many members of the
junior class as the 130-120 vote showed,
that the system of awarding class; rings to
juniors was at last to be stopped. It is a
system which operates, to the detriment of
the legitimate graduates of the college because it permits men who are not graduates
of Clemson to pass HS such. The college
ring should be a personal representation
of the college diploma; under the present
system it simply means that the wearer
at one time attended Clemson College for
two and a half years.
It seems strange that a man who intends to graduate shr.uld desire to purchase
his ring his junior year when he realizes
that early possession of it only tends to remove a large part of its significance. As
long as a man is in college and wearing
the uniform he is indelibly stamped as a
Clemson man and the wearing of any additional identification is superfluous. It is
quite natural that men who do not intend
to graduate should desire to buy the ring
before the end of their junior year, but it
is also quite obvious that such men should
not be allowed to purchase a ring.
Well, the damage is done for another
year at least. It can only be hoped that
the next class will see the light in time
to make it a really progressive step for the
betterment of the alma mater.

BREAK THE CHAIN
OFFICIALS OF THE LOCAL YMCA
this week started a concerted drive to
scotch thei efforts of a large movie theatre
chain to establish a theatre On the campus.
The chain, however, has gone ahead with
its plansy making arrangements for the
purchase of a lot and erecting a sign announcing that a theatre would be erected
in the near future.
Those who have experienced the establishment of a chain theatre in a small
town know well that such a movie works
to the detriment of the theatre-goer. At
Clemson, an unusually small community
in itself, the results would be doubly bad.
The avowed purpose of the chain is to force
the local theatre out of business, which it
can do easily enough, and attain a monopoly.
!
Through the medium of chain booking the new theatre can very easily tie up
all the film produced by the major companies, making it virtually impossible for the
local theatre to book any picture^ other
than those of the wild-cat producing companies. If the new theatre is established
here their monopoly will be attained at
the end of the year when the contracts for
the YMCA theatre expire. What will this
mean? The doubling of prices arid the
booking of rather poor pictures, as it inevitably has in other towns where the chains
have gained complete control.
The YMCA theatre has operated for
years in the best interests of the students
and campus people. It is a cooperative
organization, making a small profit which
is used to support the various activities of
By B. N. Skardon
»
the YMCA, the only student center the college boasts. There isn't a student in the
From the editorial page of the CITADEL
college or a resident of Clemson who does BULLDOG, we clip this bit of appreciation thrown
not in some way or Other receive some to the cadets who attended the Furman-Citadel
benefit from the activities of the YMCA, football game.
"We, the cadets of The Citadel, wish to take
and many of these services will have to
this opportunity to inform you, Clemson cadets,
be dropped if the financial support of the that we welcome your friendship and spirit of
movie house is removed. The vast volume botherhood, and that we return that friendship
of passes given by the "Y" to all student and spirit in the same manner. When you are
activities will be ended also, for no organi- counting your friends, be sure that you include
Citadel cadets among them."
zation operating on a purely commercial &72 We
feel safe to say that The Citadel team
basis can be expected to grant such a large will always receive Clemson's heartiest support
number of free admissions. The local thea- in their tangles with Furman.
-OOLIEGrATE PRESStre has always been prompt in booking
A student at Hobart this fall enrolled for
worthwhile pictures and has brought a
in criminology. The next morning ha
large number of them here. The new thea- awascourse
arrested for giving the registrar a bad check,
tre, after forcing the YMCA out of the for cashing two other hot checks and looting a
field, will have no reason for bringing the fraternity house.
We're inclined to believe that he went in
big new pictures here in a hurry when they
for
the
lab course in a big way.
can be played elsewhere on the chain
COLLEGIATE PRESS
where the competition is stronger. They
The DAVIDSONIAN offers these lines culled
can make as much money with old pictures from a restaurant wall: "If the steak is too
here, and that, after all, is their primary tough for you, get out. This is no place for
weakling^." "We're different, we use pork inconcern.
stead of veal in our chicken salad." "She's not
It is true of course that the facilities my best girl, just necks best."
of the local theatre are perhaps not all they
Reminds us somewhat of the scrawlings
should be. But steps have already been found on sign-posts of the more frequented bumwithout the usual spice.
taken to enlarge the present auditorium ming points, of couTse,
COLLEGIATE PRESS
and to improve the av-conditioning equipOn Hastings campus, a group of male stument. The many advantages of the locally dents were reprimanded severely for leaving a
operated theatre certainly offset these com- classroom at 10 minutes past the hour. They
gave as their reason the fact that the professor
paratively trivial flaws.
hadn't arrived.
The next time the professor
It is the sincere belief of THE TIGER met
them he said, "You could see I was here.
that it will be to the disadvantage off the My hat was on my desk."
student body to stand idly by and see one
On the following day, when the professor
of its most valuable institutions destroy- arrived, the room was empty except for a hat on
each desk.
ed by an outside organization.

Collegiate Press

Talk Of The Town
GADABOUT
We have been a sort of roving
reporter these past few days, and
frankly, we don't quite understand it ourself. We vaguely remember being seven hundred ft.
underground in a zinc mine at
Mascot, Tenn., sitting at a table
in a roadhouse in Indiana, and
standing at Five Points in Atlanta at midnight watching a
bunch af drunks celebrate Hallowe'en. Somehow we managea
to take in a national press meet
in Louisville too. If there is a
sort of strained, hectic note in
in the paper this week you can
attribute to the fact that we are
weak with^hunger, weary with
traveling and "fain would lie down
and rest—and can't because,you,
and you, and even you want a
newspaper to glance at, throw
down, and forget.
Well, we
rounded in from our travels as
dawn was tinting the east MOIK
day morning and went to work
so you can get it, and you probably will. With the aid of a
slide-rule we have made a few
calculations which give us some
faint hope of getting to bed
somewhere around the first of
December.
EDITORIAL
From California, Maine, Texas,
and points between, the delegates
came to the Associated Collegiate
Press Convention in Louisville.
Every big university and every
jerk-water college in the country
had a delegate there, we do believe. The people attending the
meeting were a pretty representative cross-section of America's
collegians. And at tb.e first discussion we attended we sat down
beside a charming lady who
turned out to be a delegate from
Winthrop College. Well the thing
was pretty fascinating anyway,
seeing all the great minds. under
one fairly large roof. We found
out when we began comparing
notes that a gentleman from
North Dakota has the same trouble with his dirt column that
we do, that a lady from Connecticut can't , get any better
printing service than we can,
that an editor from Kansas is
misunderstood by his football
team just as we are, etc.
It
must be a small world.
LINGERIE
Mr. H. Sherwood Price has
placed in our hands a small epic
from the pen of one Dimples
Thomas of Winthrop College.
Miss Thomas is a writer, and a
good one, who probably feels
that the sadly censored state of
her local press constrains her
self-expression, so she takes it
out in letters, one of which was
sent to Mr. Price, who rightfully
felt That it was much too good'
to keep. We quote:
"Of course not so many women wear corsets these days, but
what they've lost in women they
have made up in men.
You
know, when corsets were a dollar a pair they were as alike as
two Fords. A clerk just looked you over, estimated your circumference and wheelbase and
handed you one. You were in
doubt as to whether you had a
corset or a casket.
"They have what is known as
the Front-Lace or one man corIt can be operated without
t set.
a confederate. You tie the string
to a door-knob' and slowly back
away. . . after you have arranged
yourself in it. There is also the
Side-Lace in case you need two
accomplices to help you congregate yourself. You stand in the
middle and they pull from both
sides. This style has been known
to operate so successfully /that
victims' buttons have popped off
their shoes.
"By the way—I once sat next
to a catastrophe of the broken
corset string. We didn't know
it at first, the deluge seemed so
gradual, until finally the person
at the opposite side of the lady
and myself were gradually pushed off our chairs.
Before the
broken string episode the lady
had arrived at the dinner in a
small roadster. She was delivered home in a bus."
We sincerely regret that we
can't quote more of the letter.
Miss Thomas reaches new heights
when she gets around to describing her operation and subsequent hospital confinement, but
space forbids our printing it.
APOLOGY
Our most sincere apologies to
Prof. Henry of the English faculty who requested that we publish the very clever letter he sent

that he apologizes for this
release of State Fair news
that anybody knows that
thing that's worthy otf this
umn is worth waiting ten
for.

late
but
anycoldays

OSCAR SAYS

that the best he saw in Columbia was Soph. Sloan and the
one he claims to love walking
arm in arm down BULL St.
OSCAR SAYS

__that Sliderule Geisburg, who
only lives in Anderson, spent the
entire holidays on the campus so
he could take charge of what
was left of the brigade and
checked up' every morning at
reveille.
OSCAR SAYS

__that Oscar regrets not being
around to see 1st Lt. Bertram
who played executive to Sliderule and donned boots while he
thought nobody was looking.
OSCAR SAYS

__that White and Gordon have
been such good little boys lately
that he is going to let them out
from behind the eight-ball this
week.
OSCAR

SATS

__that Settle and Stokes (we
have a' battalion apiece, yes we
do) were caught smoking behind
the laundry the other day and
that the first thing you know the
boys'll be shaving.
OSCAR SAYS

__that half the
college think that
Leitner, but how
when he's already
just as busy as a

people of this
Oscar is Henry
could I be me
CDA prexy and
little bee.

OSCAR SAYS

that to those who are interested Oscar would like to announce
that the absence of the Westminster lovelies at the YMCA
brawl the other evening was
caused by a husking bee at which
they thought they could have
more fun.
—OSOAR SAYS-

that he enjoyed tlie girl-break
at Converse very much and that
he still doesnt understand why
LaGrone didn't like the Boone
girls he danced those ten consecutive numbers with.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that Tom Stanley turned out
to be the life of the party down
at the last Y social when he took
/all the girls out and showed them
his operation.
OSCAR SAYS

that all hats should .be raised
to Vic Bethea who at the State
Fair game rode all the rides,
drank all Jhe drinks, saw all the
shows, bought a small lunch
stand, and picked up a beautiful
girl with a car—all for twentytwo cents.
-OSOAR SAYS-

that Cheatham and Martin will
have to go on a raw-egg diet
soon if the Senior Platoon does
not stop making so many trips.
OSCAR SAYS

__that Perry Buckner, recently
tapped for the Horse's Neck
Club, is reminded that his duties
rest with A Company and not
with the brigade at large.
OSOAR

SAYS

that Bumpy Price almost made
a hole-in-one on the Walterboro
golf course last Sunday but a
hazard arose at the last minute.
DSCAR SAY8-

that that is an eagle scout
badge dangling on Limbo Terrell's watch chain, not a Scabbard and Blade key in case there
is any question in anybody's
mind.
OSCAR SAYS

that all late dates for Autumn
Ball will be made through Oscar
in order to avoid conflict and
Toss of material.
-OSOAR SAYS-

that the Yard Engines can pull
in their necks now that Blue
Slip aeason Is half over and that
he hopes they enjoy this month
of monopoly.
(Continued on page five)
us complaining of the grammatical errors made in theN quotation
of his which we recently ran in
"By Thiir Words". We intended to publish it ibut in the rusn
of house-moving we misplaced
it. As soon as we locate it it
shall see the light of day.
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HOST FOR
WILLIAMS TALKS AT HARCOMBE
CLEMSON MUSICIANS LOCAL COUNTRY CLUB
In keeping with an old cusIS FORMALLY OPENED
CORNELLCONVENTION annual
tom, the Clemson Band held its
Carolina game Banquet

k
i

«

Local Professor is One of last Thursday Night. The band
invited as honor guests Major
Outstanding' Speakers At
Dumas, Col. DunTstp, and other
October Meeting
gentlemen of the staff. Captain
Heikkila, on behalf of the band,
Professor IB. O. Williams, head expressed his appreciation to
of the Clemson Department ot Captain Harcombe for his keen
Rural Sociology and professor of interest and valuable friendship
Agricultural Economics, returned to the band. As a fitting termi"<38rIy~This week from Cornell Un- nation to a grand "Feed", the
iversity where he was one of tht musicians paid tribute to Major
three SoTftEarn Sociological lead- Dumas, Captain Harcombe, and
ers who addressed outstanding to the gentlemen of the staff.
Sociological experts of the nation
at a conference held October 30 ^University at Cincinnati claims
and 31 on "Economic Aspects of that the falling birth rate is
Southern Agriculture and Fac- due to an increase in the earth's
tors Conditioning the Progress heat.
of the Region."
Professor Williams is a grad- Science; and Professor R. J.
uate of Clemson College and has Saville, Director of Agricultural
been ■Connected with the activi- Economics at the Louisiana State
ties of the college since his grad- University.
uation. He was one of the three
Rural [Problem Study
Soutnern~men selected to discuss
The conference, composed of a
the relation of education and re- small group of recognized sousearch to the social problems ot thern leaders as speakers, was
the rural South.
Other South- caIled_for the purpose of making
ern speakers appearing at tb* a complete and comprehensive
two-day Conference were Dr. H. study of the most important souW. Odum, Director of the Uni- thern ruraP" problems and to deversity of North Carolina In- termine a program for their sostitute for Research in Social lution.
/

Oscar Says ELECTIONS, DEBATES
(Continued from page four)

Golf Fees Are Announced for
that Preacher Allen, with Jack
Students and Faculty by
Williams drafted in against his
Professor Morgan
will, has sold everything the
corps
would and wouldn't buy
It was announced early this
week by Professor C. L. Morgan and has an option on merchannewly elected secretary and trea- dizing splinters from the Calsurer of the Clemson Country houn mansion at the ThanksgivClub that the Club Golf Course ing game.
-OSCAS SAYShas been opened for the new season and that all Clemson stuthat he doesn't mind his cofdents, faculty members, and oth- fee being weak but that the stuff
er interested parties desiring use he's been getting down in Harof the course this year get in combe's emporium lately has
touch withjone of the officers of been helpless.
the organization at an early date.
3SCAR SAYSDr. George R. Sherrill, profes- --that he thinks somebody ought
sor of political science and his- to tell George Warren that the
tory, is ~fE(T newly elected presi- Colonel didn't mean boots aid
dent "oT this exclusive organiza~ spurs when he said uniforms at
tion. Prices that have been quot- the socials.
ed or the use of the Club Golf
-OSCAR SAY8Course are Iwo dollars per semester for cadets; the fee will __that little Hilda of Anderson
be ten dollars per year for men really was at the social despite
and five dollars per year for wo- the frequent absences with everymen on the campus who are not one on the floor—except Oscar.
-OSCAB BATSmembers of the club.
—that the CDA will soon be
Workmen chiseled the front charging Charlie Calhoun rent
steps of Indiana University's law for space on the dance list unbuilding to make them as smooth less some of his would-be dates
as they were in 1890.
show up.

FEATUKPROGRAMS

Calhoun
Literary
Society
Elects Critic and Sergeant-at-Arms
The last two meetings of the
Calhoun Literary soeiety were
featured by elections, interesting
debates, and educational speeches.
J. W. Parker was elected second critic and E. Mazo, sergeant at arms.
Resolved:
the
system
of
hazing at Clemson should be
abolished, was the query of the
first deba'te.
The affirmative,
upheld by Caughman and Mazo,
won over the negative supported
by Mellette and Hoffman. The
second debate, Resolved: the
U. S. should adopt a compulsary
sterilization act such as Germany now has, was also won by
the affirmative which was championed by Watson and Jackson.
Yarborough and Gresham. composed the negative in this very
interesting debate.
Mr. Epting's speech "The United States and its President" received the distinction of being
the best talk of the evening.

INTELLECTUAL effort saps
nervous energy—and often
interferes with digestion.
But Camels set you right.
During and after meals, enjoy Camels for digestion's
sake. And when you're tired,
get a "lift" with a Camel.
Camels never get on your
nerves or tire your taste.

Good digestion and a sense of well-being
are helpful allies for every one!
PEOPLE in every walk of life ... men and women ... agree that
Camels ease strain and encourage digestive well-being. Millions
of smokers find that "Camels set you right!"
Make Camels a part of dining. Camels increase the flow of digestive fluids ... alkaline digestive fluids ... so necessary to good
nutrition. And Camels never tire your taste or get on your nerves.
Copyright, 1936. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salom. N. O.
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HOLLYWOOD
RADIO TREAT!
Camel Cigarettes bring you a
FULL HOURS ENTERTAINMENT ! . .. Benny Goodman's
"Swing" Band... George Stoll's
Concert Orchestra...Hollywood
Gues cS tars.. .and Rupert Hughes
presides! Tuesday — 9:30 pm
E. S.T., 8:30 pm C. S.T., 7:30 pm
M. S.T., 6:30 pm P. S.T., over
WABC-Columbia Network.
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CHI P! PI FORMED BY Clemson Engineering Fraternity
Formally Inducts Eleven Members
CHEM1CALENGINEERS
Tau Beta Pi Members and
Risher Heads Newly OrganInitiates Attend Banquet
BAND IS PRAISED FOR
ized Fraternity; Honorary
in Greenville
Organization
STATE FATO SHOWING
ROGERS GETS PRIZE
Chi Pi Pi, a fraternity for
Clemson chemical engineers has
recently been organized.
The
fraternity, a local one, was formed by the 1938 class in Chemical
Engineering.
The principals of the new organization are honesty and in*
tegrity. The purpose is to maintain closer relationship between
faculty and student members.
Chemical Students
Its members are selected from
those students who are interested
in chetnistry for advance of civilization, and T;he members have
as their goal the development of
scholarship.
The members are H. B.
Risher, president, J. W. Adams,
Jr., vice president, F. E'. Bobo,
secretary and treasurer, C. C.
Schirmer, historian, J. S. Brewster, D. R. Stokely, H. J. Rawl,
S. E. Seigler, F. B. Bessinger,
J. H. Oliver, J. C. Boesch, T. E.
Ramsey, W. J. Payne, H. J.
Betsil.

CORPS GOES WILD AS
TIGERS|EFEATTECI«

Line Buster

Snake Dances and Bonfire
Feature Ceremonies as
Players Return
Inspired by Clemson's thrilling victory over Georgia Tech,.
practically all of the cadet corps
turned out last Saturday night
and marched to Calhoun to meet
a tired but happy Tiger team returning from Atlanta victorious
after many years of defeat.
After a fanfare of trumpets
and drums "afTO o'clock, cadets
quickly assembled on the small
parade grounds.
Leading the
procession was the band.
The
corps gathered at the Southern
Railway station at Calhoun and
until the train pulled out again
made the hills echo with lusty
yells for the entire squad.
After the march, a blazing
bonfire Was built on Bowman
Field and a rousing good pep
meeting was held followed by »
snake dance around the grounds.

State Newspapers Laud LoAt a meeting of the local chapcal Outfit for Perforter of the Tau Beta Pi, honormance at Columbia
ary engineering fraternity, eleven new members were formally
As its contribution to the
inducted. They are as follows: State Fair celebrations, the ClemJ. W. Davis, W. W. Dukes, R. Band played and drilled for the
J. Farmer, J. S. Hunter, J. L. Clemson^Carolina game. At the
Cox, L. A. Perry, B. IN. G-ilmore, half the band finished its snappyT. I. Martin, H. F. Sander, G. F. strutting by forming a block C.
Rodgers, and B. G. E. Steever.
After the third quarter the ClemAfter the initiation a banquet son Alma Mater was rendered.
was held at the Poinsett Hotel in"
The alumni and many others
Greenville.
Professors W W. commented on the marked imKlugh, S. R. Rhodes, D. D. Cur- provement in the band this year.
tis, B. E. Fernow, and J. E'. Hun- The Greenville News said "The
ter were present, including Mr. snappy Clemson College band,
Hunt and Mr. Anderson of Sen- one of the finest institutions of
eca.
its kind in Dixie, seemed to put
An award for the best paper just a little more than its cuswritten pertaining to the engi- tomary zest irlto their drill and
neering field was presented to music at the ClemsonJCarolina
G. F. Rogers.
game."
The group was addressed by
Mr. D. T. Duncan, who is in
charge of the Rural Electrifica- Patronize TIGER Advertisers
tion Project in South Carolina.

Big Mac Folger, line
smashing Tiger back whose
bone N crushing drives against Tech last week were
the outstanding plays of the
afternoon.

Opportunity often comes disguised and surrounded by hard.
work and adverse circumstances,
—James J. Hill.

It's a Liqht Smoke
Guard that throat!
Block that cough... that raw irritation... reach for
a light smoke...a Lucky! Whether you're shouting,
and cheering the team, or just talking and singing and laughing at home, there's a tax on your
throat you can hardly ignore. So when choosing
your smoke, it pays to think twice. Reach for a
light smoke...a Lucky.. .and get the welcome throat
protection that only Luckies offer—the exclusive
protection of the process, "It's Toasted." Next
time you go places, take plenty of Luckies. They
not only taste good, but keep tasting good all
day long... for Luckies are a light smoke — and a
light smoke leaves a clear throat—a clean taste.

NEWS FLASH!

* •

"I've only missed sending in my
entry 3 times"—Sailor
Uncle Sam's sailors finoTtime'to try their
skill in Yoi t Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes." Seaman Spangenberger of
^ the U 3. S. Mississippi, an enthusiastic
"Sweepstakes" fan, writes: "I've only
missed sending in my entry three times
—I mail them in whenever the ship is in
American waters."
Have you entered yet? Have you won
your delicious Lucky Strikes ? Tune in
"Your Hit Parade"—Wednesday and
Saturday evenings. Listen, judge, and
compare the tunes — then try Your
Lucky Strike " Sweepstakes."
And if you're not already smoking
Luckies, buy a pack today and try them.
Maybe you've been missing something.

If you're hoorse at the
game, it won't be from
smoking...if yours is a
light smoke—a Lucky.
When the man with the
basket yells "cigars,
cigarettes/'yeil back for
a light smoke . . . yell
"Luckies!

OF RICK, RIPE-BODIED/TOBACCO -"IT'S TOASTED'
Copyright 1936, The American Tobacco Company
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SPORTS

BOB CHEVES
Sports Editor

from
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FOLGER SCORES THREE
TOUCHDOWNS TO WIN

The Georgia Tech-Cemson game last Saturday was
probably the most exciting football contest this department
has ever witnessed—it was thrill-packed from the beginning to the end.
OUR LINE
Mac Folger and Sam McConnell were the outsanding stars
for the Tigers in their conquest,
but you will have to think twice
before leaving the rest of the
Tiger team out of the "glory
parade". The Tiger forward wall
functioned as a unit better than
it has / this season, holding the
"great Tech team twice when they
were in the shadow of their goal.
It must have been disheartening
to tEeTfengal linesmen to have
Tech score their touchdown via
the aerial route shortly after
they had stopped the best thrusts
of the Tech backs for four downs
within two yards of the final
•strfpeT We believe our line can
compare with the best in the
Sou£E,~"ahd when we say this,
Ve are making no idle boast for
it has stood out all year as the
bestTJIemson has had in years.
OUTSTANDING BACKS
We would like to add a word
of praise about Captain Net Berry for the efficient manner in
"winch he guided his team to
victory. His accurate passes to
Gus Goins in the last period
drive were largely responsible for
the final tally. We can't overlook" Don Willis, who is rapidly
ctJmTng to the front as a great
back, Ben Pearson, the fiery redhead who played such a consistent game, and steady Al Sanders,
who does most of the blocking
for his teammates. Again this
jEeek, we bow to Harold Lewis,
tTre- defensive star of the afternoon. Take it from us, this lad
will be prominently mentioned
when all-star clubs are selectea.
COACHING STAFF
We have done nothing so far
except praise the individuals of
the team. Now we are. going to
say something about our coaching staff? Head Coach Jess Neely has gradually moulded together a smooth-clicking aggregation;
although he has had all season
a much better team than most
people thought. He has played
the best teams in the South, avjR
this, along with a few tough
breaks, was responsible for his
Tosfes We saw the Duke^Clemson fracas when the Bengals held
the Blue Devils scoreless the first
half and although Wade's men
finally trounced the Tigers convincingly^ we do not believe the
Perils" are more than two touchclowns better than our Bengals.
Coach Frank HowaTd has done
a~ wonderful job -with the linemen and should receive his share
otf glory for their work last
weeEenatr^TJoach Joe Davis has
ironed out the mistakes of our
flankmen arid Coach Earl Hoag"lainK nas 4one llis part with the
backs, installing in tjem a peppery disposition. Wle said just
before the Carolina game that
we, hade a good team, and that
.still .goes. The Carolina and Ga.
Tech games back up our statement. "Wftlt only Citadel, Kentucky, and Furman remaining on
Sur~schedule, we are looking forward to three straight victories
{o ~ wiSd up a very successful
campaign.
GA. TEOH.
Even though the Tigers humbled the Golden Tornado in Its
own backyard, no credit shoul'd
be taken from Coach Alexander
and his proteges, for they are
just as good as they were cracked up to be. Sometimes it was
fiard to follow the ball for the

GREAT TIGER ELEVEN
TURNS RACK JACKETS
(Continued from page one)
punch, the extra point punch,
there was Sam McConnell, the
tall, cool end. The game rested
on his toe late in the fourth
quarter after theJPigers had scored the tying touchdown.
McConnell calmly removed his helmet and swung his toe into the
ball. The kick was straight and
true.
Early Xtead
Clemson was off to an early
7-0 lead in the first quarter after
Black had recovered a Tech fumble to place the Tigers in scoring position. Folger crashed over for the score and McConnell
kicked the goal. Tech tied the
count in the second quarter when
Konemann took Hays' seven-yard
pass and raced twenty yards for
the tally. Jones kicked the extra
point.
Tech scored again early in the
third period to break the tie.
Presenting a varied assortment
of running and passing plays,
featuring their famous "razzle
dazzle" the Techsters drove 70
yards for the score. Jordan, on
an end around, took the ball from
Appleby, fumbled, recovered, and
swept across the goal line after
the Tiger forward wall had held
the Yellowjackets for 3 downs
within feet of the "final stripe.
Sam McConnell blocked Jones'
attempt at conversion.
Not to be outdone, the Bengals, after being refused once,
started a determined drive from
their own 32-yard line late in
the final quarter that culminated
in Folger's smash for three yards
and_ the tying counter. S. McConnell put the Tigers in the lead
with a beautifully kicked extra
point.
The game ended with Clemson
in, possession of the ball after
Jones of Tech had attempted a
field goal.
The lineup:
Ga. Tech.
Pos.—'Clemson
Thrash
LE—T. McConnell
Cushing
LT—iWJndham
Wilcox
LG—Payne
Sims
C—Lewis
Byaum
RG—iBryant
Rimmer
RT—Black
Smith
RE—S. McConnell
Hays
QB—Pearson
Tharpe
L»H—Folger
Edwards
RH—Bailey
Beard
FB—Sanders
Score by perids:
0—13
Tech.
0 7
7—14
Clemson
7 0
Tech,
Scoring: touchdowns
Konemann,
Jordan;
Clemson,
Folger (2). Extra points, McConnell (2), Ed Jones.

Sam McConnell, versatile
Tiger end, who kicked the
winning point for Clemson's
first victory over Tech in
thirty years. McConnell further distinguished himself by
blocking Tech's kick for extra point.

CLEMSON FRESHMAN
TROUNCE PUP ELEVEN
Last Friday night Clemson's
freshmen engaged the Citadel
yearlings in Orangaburg and
came off the field winners to
the tune of 27 to 6.
Clemson kicked off to Citadel
and on the 1st play Citadel gained 15 yards on an end run. However, from then on Clemson had
the upper hand and scored almost at will. When the Tiger
third and fourth stringers were
playing at the. end of the game,
the Citadel frosh scored their
only touchdown. Coleman scored three touchdowns for the little Bengals and carried off the
scoring honors for the game. No
player on the Rat squad was the
individual star;
everyone on
the team played the kind of
football that a coach demands.

— PRIZES —
1st
$10.00 in trade
2nd
5.00 in trade
r
3rd
2.50 in trade
Also ten free drink tickets
In filling out your scores you may
get a blank at MARTIN'S DRUG
STORE.
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ALABAMA-TULANE
SO. METHODIST-TEXAS A.&.M
FORDHAM-PURDUE
N. C. STATE-BOSTON COLLEGE
PENN.-MICHIGAN
NAVY-NOTRE DAME
KENTUCKY-MANHATTAN
AUBURN-GEORGIA TECH
MICHIGAN STATE-TEMPLE
TULSA-CENTENARY

Your scores must be deposited in
the
FOOTBALL CONTEST BOX at
NOTICE— Only one coupon is
permitted to a selector who must be MARTIN'S DRUG STORE not later
a student or resident of Clemson. than Saturday Noon, November 7th.
Each member of a family may, how
Winners will be posted each
ever, also send one coupon eacl Tuesday at five o'clock on Soda'
week. You must fill out the scores Fountain Mirror.
for each of the ten games or your
The decision of the judges shall
coupon will not be judged. Neatbe final.
ness and legibility will count.

m.

Soda Fountain Specials

Large Toasted
Pineapple Sundae with Whipped Cream
Sandwiches, 10 cents
Chocolate Nut Sundae with Whipped Cream
Giant Ice Cream Sodas with Whipped Cream Cakes, Crackers
Cookies
Brick Ice Cream—Pints 15 cents

CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY Q
>Q<
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Developed

The persons whose judgment. is GAMES FOR SATURDAY, OCT. 24
best will be rewarded as follows:

Compliments of

>oczzz>o<

Roll

FORECAST YOUR OWN FOOTRALL RESULTS

o

0

Martin Urges Taps
Payments

FOOTBALL CONTEST

The shof) for the well-dressed
man. Located in Sloan's Arcade and Barracks No. 1.
DOC

LAWTON TO PLAY

MARTIN'S DRUG STORE

Pike & Patterson
DOC

Team Suffers Minor Injuries
Inflicted in Tech Game

Tigers Take Third Straight
Although a bit disheveled from
Victory From Carolina
their smashing victory over Tech
Gamecocks
last Saturday, the Clemson team
is preparing for their encounter
LIME BURNS PREVALENT at Charleston with The Citadel,
November 7, with a fervor pleasPaced by Mac Folger, who ing the Tiger supporters.
crashed through for three touchSuffering but minor injuries at
downs, the Clemson Tigers roll- Tech, the Neelymen will be able
ed over the Carolina Gamecocks to hurl their full force against
for the third straight year in the the famed stubborness of the
annual State Fair classic held in Citadel Bulldog on its own field.
Columbia October 2 2. The final Streak Lawton, who was withscore was 19-0.
held from play last Saturday
Although lime burns prevented because of a foot injury, will be
the "first stringers" from play- on hand to exhibit that "quicker,
ing together as a unit, Coach than the eye" body movement
Neely's shock troops presented a for wrich he is so noted.
coordinated offense that comThe Citadel team, composed
pletely submurged the University largely of sophomores, has conboys in their touchdown marcheb. siderable strength and a comThe Tiger linemen deserve much mendable offense. Don't be foolcredit for the"Bengal victory for ed into thinking that Clemson
they kept the Carolina backs will walk away with the game.
completely bottled up the entire However, an_ all-southern line
afternoon and the Gamecock run- tumbled before the onslaught
ning attack went to naught. A of "the Ripper" Folger and the
deadly passing attack proved to mighty Tiger line at Grant Field
be the only offensive weapon Saturday.
mustered by Coach McCallister's
Another point of interest—
team.
Folger of Clemson, and Smith of
Citadel, are two of a three-way
tie for first place in individual
scoring honors in the Southern
conference. They will be playing
opposite each other Saturday and
both will be playing behind good
T. I. Martin, Jr., business
lines.
manager of the 1937 TAPS,
Captain Net Berry, whose lime
requests that all students aid
burns are just beginning to heal
the TAPS business staff in
enough for him to sit down, will
collecting TAPS space. \A
be present generaling, running,
concerted _ drive for collection
passing, and distilling moral supwill be started within the
_
port
into his teammates.
next few days and it is es>^
sential that the majority of
the fees be collected within
the next few weeks if the
annual is to make its usual
8 Never-fade Velox Prints, ft F ft
early appearance.
Seniors
One ENLARGEMENT
/HI!
were especially urged to coJACK RABBIT OO.
operate in paying all, or part
Spartanburg, S. C.
(Coin)
of their space fees.
DO<

way they "razzle dazzled" it around.
They ran through the
Tftgers seemingly at will in the
middle of the field, but their attack always barged down near
the goal line.
In Konemann,
they have a great back, who is
heaTTed toward All-American honofST"
!

DOC

Asst. Sports Editor

Tigers Prepare For Encounter With
The Citadel in Charleston Saturday

Stars In Pinches
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OTIS MORGAN
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IS LOST jNCONTESTS Voices Approval of Clemson Corps Clemson Uniforms are Made By
(Continued from page one)
Alas, little did we know that little Duquesnes were to upset
mighty Pittsburghs, twelve-man
Southwestern teams were to
trample powerful
Vanderbilts,
and untouted Northwesterns were
to humble proud Minnesotas. For
weeks on end we delved in old
newspaper flies dating back to
19 0 2, consulted charts, diagrams
and statistncs galore, and faithfully read innumerable forecacts
by noted sports columnists. All
this preparation was of no avail
however, for as the weeks went
by, we became alarmed over our
consistence at picking losers
while the Zilches and the Godbolds continued to rake in the
prfze" money.
Our morale and
self-confidence finally became so
low that we wouldn't have bet on
Minnesota to beat Morningside
Teachers over three points. This
condition became chronic and It
was only after extensive research that we devised a method
to restore our self-respect.
^Personally we're inclined to
believe after all our strenous
and futile- efforts, that if these
statistics rackets are easy money,
we'll take the hard way. Right
now we're a sucker for a poker
game, the roulette wheel or any
other comparatively safe gamble.
In fact, we're even contemplat-

Fall Inspection of Clemson
Rates Commendation of
Cadet Officers

'07 Class Receives
Tigers

After making inspection of
Clemson on the twelfth of last
month, Colonel ~H. R. Richmond,
4th Corps inspector from Fort
McPherson, Ga., stated in a letter to Colonel Weeks that he
was highly pleased with the college.
Colonel Richmond was particularly impressed with the Clemson Cadet officers, but was entirely satisfied with conditions
about the school in general.
The inspection, an annual affair which has nothing to do
with the usual spring check up,
is made for the purpose of offering suggestions or corrections
to the various units which might
be of help to them.

Beginning with- this issue
THE TIGER is being sent
weekly to the 52 surviving
members of the class of 1907
who will |be honored at the
1937 alumni reunion next
spring.
The arrangement
for furnishing free copies of
the paper to the class of '07
was made 'by Mr. R. A. Easterling of Denmark, publicity
chairman for this year's national alumni reunion. It is
hoped that receiving the paper regularly will aid in stimulating interest in the reunion and wilT result in a 10O
% attendance of '07.

ing taking off to Church Hill
Downs to play the ponies—it may
be expensive, but as the .saying
goes, you can at least watch the
horses run.

TIGER SERVICE

Victor E. Albright, Wisconsin
b'anEer, donated $5,000 to West
Virginia University to establish
a scholarship fund to help finance one graduate of a Preston
county high school through the
university each year.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.
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BLECKLEY'S DRY CLEANERS
Clemson, South Carolina
Cleaning and Pressing

Repairing and Altering

Cash and Garry
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] Guaranteed WATCH REPAIRS (j
STATION
^ Crystals Fitted
Hundreds of Satisfied Customers S?
Free Examination
Texaco Products
PAUL FEINSTEIN

WASHING AND GREASING
Efficient Service

Bleckley Dry Cleaning Building

CLEMSON, S. C
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p,URE... and of finer
texture than most anything
that touches your lips...
We all agree on this . . . cigarette
paper is important. For Chesterfield
we use the best paper that we can
buy. It is called Champagne Cigarette Paper. It is made from the soft,
silky#fibre of the flax plant. It is
washed over and over in clear, sparkling water.
A lot of the pleasure you get in
smoking Chesterfields is due to our

I
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'■■

••
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using the right kind of cigarette paper. Chesterfield paper is pure, and
it burns without taste or odor.

~/Aey%£ Tfli&ki andfJ&&f S%&*$tf
5\.emember this . . . two things make the
smoking quality of a cigarette— the tobaccos and the
paper. The Champagne cigarette paper on Chesterfields is tested over and over for parity, for the right
burning quality. Another reason whjy Chesterfield wins.
<0 1936,
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